EFI Monarch SBE

Monarch Small Business Edition is a globally optimized, flexible, comprehensive Print MIS for growing operations with complex manufacturing environments.

Designed for growing operations that don’t currently have need for multi-language or multi-company structure, the Monarch SBE software is based on the same foundation software and database as Monarch OA, offering businesses the opportunity to upgrade to the full version without retraining personnel and/or rebuilding their database.

Solid Foundation Suite
The Monarch SBE Foundation Suite provides the components essential to an integrated management solution including estimating, dynamic scheduling, job management, data collection, inventory, purchasing, receivables, reporting, analysis, administration, and security tools. Monarch SBE also includes an option for integrated purchasing, GL, financials and Web-to-Print (Internet) tools.

EFI™ has developed these modules to work together seamlessly, providing your business with a streamlined process for collecting and sharing information. Process “Wizards” and sanity checks are used throughout the system to improve accuracy and to reduce processing time. The deep integration eliminates redundant handling of information, speeding workflow while reducing errors and the related costs. Together, these tools eliminate the islands of information inherent in standalone, homegrown or poorly developed solutions.

Automate Your Business
Monarch SBE is designed to take full advantage of the integration and automation capabilities of the full Monarch suite, including EFI PrintFlow® Dynamic Scheduling. PrintFlow offers a visual user interface that provides a snapshot of your business, with the ability to address real-world situations in real-time.

PrintFlow receives automated updates from Monarch SBE’s shop floor data collection and performs “what-if” scenarios on demand, providing an optimized schedule and “weak-link” analysis with each scenario. Eliminate bottlenecks, reduce scheduling overhead, increase capacity utilization, reduce waste and perform unlimited “what if” scenarios. PrintFlow provides an operational umbrella for your business – helping you to maximize your process and profit potential.

Global Experience and Global Scope
With over 20,000 Print MIS installations worldwide, no other partner can deliver the level of Print MIS experience and flexibility offered by EFI. Likewise, no other partner can offer you a management solution with this depth and range.

Monarch SBE:
• Supports any combination of offset, web, digital, wide format, and screen printing.
• Delivers mission-critical information to the shop floor and collects production data in real-time, closing the gap between production and management.
• Includes multi-currency capabilities.
• GUI with end-to-end integration.
• Engages world class development, implementation and training services of EFI’s Professional Services team to help reach your implementation goals.
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Monarch SBE Options

- EFI Digital StoreFront®: Locks in clients with this flexible, powerful Internet-based client desktop including catalog and variable data printing (VDP) project management.
- Monarch Portal: Provides your salespeople with remote communication, status, quote and order submission capabilities.
- EFI PrintFlow Dynamic Scheduling: PrintFlow helps your company relieve bottlenecks, reduce waste, increase productivity, adjust to rapidly changing conditions and optimize your business operations.
- EFI Auto-Count® DMI: Leverages the power of CIM for your printing business with this Direct Machine Interface (DMI), data collection and job management tool.
- Monarch Foundation version: Upgrades to the full version without retraining personnel or rebuilding databases. Monarch includes multi-company, multi-division and multi-language capabilities and is scalable to 5,000 users. Monarch also includes customization options, integration to Monarch Planner publication and high volume management tools, and JDF integration capabilities.

For more information on EFI Monarch call 1-800-875-7117 or visit www.efi.com/monarch

For more information about EFI Monarch, please visit www.efi.com/monarch or call 1-800-875-7117.

EFI™ (www.efi.com) helps businesses worldwide bring their visions and goals to life with a scalable, digital product portfolio. Our powerful servers; controllers; RIPs; inkjet printers, and precise color and imaging solutions help companies increase their brand recognition and market reach on signs, buildings, bus wraps, graphic displays and more. Our business automation software helps companies work faster and more cost-effectively. Our office, enterprise and mobile cloud solutions help companies create, access, and communicate impactful information that can win them more business.